
 

Responses to ARC Questions 
 
The responses are organized by topic, include the ARC member’s 
name, the question itself in black and the answers in blue. 
 
On Veto Efficiencies: 
 
 
Before looking at detailed answers, please realize that we have 
changed the track veto. Instead of simply requiring a track with 
Pt > 10 GeV for the veto, we now ask that this track also be 
separated from the photon by ΔR > 0.4 – this has made the veto 
less stringent and we gain about 50% more candidate events. 
 
The reason for this change was to distinguish conversion photons 
from QCD backgrounds.  This revised cut now admits converted 
photons into our sample, which were earlier being veto’ed. This 
change is now described in the supporting ANs 
 
We have in line answers and a discussion of differences in veto 
efficiencies between W(e nu) and Z(inv)Gamma samples. 
 
Yuri 
 

My major concern is veto efficiencies. The efficiencies seem 
low. Moreover, they are different by a factor of two between 
otherwise similar processes, W->enu and (Z->nunu)gamma. I 
would like to understand what causes the difference.  

 
1. do you make the same kinematic cuts on W and (Z->nunu)gamma 

events? 
 
Yes. 
 

2. is the difference as large when you do jet veto alone, as 
opposed to jet and track veto together?  

 
From the new table in the AN, the efficiency for W(Z) events are 
as follows: track Pt = 0.42 (0.83), jet Pt = 0.27 (0.6) and the 
AND of the two = 0.26 (0.59) 
 

3. for the track veto, do you cut out the region around the EM 
object?  

 
This has now been implemented, consistently across candidate and 
control samples. 
 
 
 
 
 



4. can you make a plot of the veto efficiency v.s. thresholds 
for both W and Z?  

 
We have the following table, as this study is progressing. It 
provides an estimate, e.g., raising the jet veto to 30 GeV 
changes our efficiency for Z(inv)Gamma from 0.57 to 0.73 – 
further updates to this will follow in the next few days. 
 

 
 

5. did you try your jet/track veto on other events, i.e. Z-
>mumu?  

 
We have studied the Z(ee) sample, which includes some Z(ee) Gamma 
events also. First the Z(ee) sample. Applying a veto on jets pT > 
20 GeV (separated from EB-EB electrons by 0.5) and tracks pT > 10 
GeV (separated from EB-EB electrons by dR > 0.4), we find that 
over the entire sample: 92052 pass out of 131634 (eff = 0.699).  
If we only look at the mass range between 80-100, then this 
becomes 91504 out of 120184 (eff=0.761).  The plot below shows 
the invariant mass for all (black) and passing (red).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Track Veto  
Pt Threhold 

Jet Veto  
Pt Threshold 

Track Veto 
Efficiency 

Jet Veto 
Efficiency 

     
Z(inv)Gamma 7 GeV 15 GeV 0.72 0.42 
W (e nu)   0.38 0.20 
Z(inv)Gamma 10 GeV 20 GeV 0.82 0.57 
W (e nu)   0.44 0.26 
Z(inv)Gamma 10 GeV 30 GeV 0.82 0.73 
W (e nu)   0.44 0.34 
Z(inv)Gamma 15 GeV 25 GeV 0.89 0.66 
W (e nu)   0.50 0.31 



Discussion (Andrew): Yes, it's a different kinematic ballpark, 
and there's really no reason why that efficiency should be very 
similar to W->en up at 95 GeV, or Zgamma->nngamma for that 
matter.  Further, if we require that at least one electron has Pt 
above 95 GeV, our veto efficiency is effectively ZERO!  That 
makes sense to me, you don't get an electron in the Z mass window 
with ET=95 GeV if there isn't some substantial recoil about, and 
that recoil will usually come in the form of a jet, and that jet 
will make you fail the veto.  So that makes sense, but it isn't 
as helpful as it could be perhaps.   
 
We next studied a Z(ee)Gamma sample derived from a looser skim 
than this, just requiring three EM objects pT > 30 GeV, which is 
even better for attempting to estimate the veto efficiency.   
 
Preliminarily, what I find in the data is that the efficiency is 
0.55 +/- 0.05, again in good agreement with the MC value 0.56+/-
0.02. Again, since it's a different kinematic region, you 
wouldn't necessarily expect it to be EXACTLY the same as Zgamma-
>nngamma.  So again we have evidence that we do indeed simulate 
the veto efficiency quite well.   
 
Further see answer in response to Fabian’s question below. 
 

6. the track veto is mostly helpful against W->tau. You might 
as well ask that the track be isolated, may be in a hollow 
cone?   this would make it work specifically on W->tau and 
not gain you as much extra systematics with the QCD 
radiation...   

 
This was studied. The veto efficiency table is shown below. The 
net change in efficiency is negligible. This table can be 
compared to the much abridged version in the AN. 
 
 

 

 



 
 

7. I see that your MC for W is PYTHIA, unlike the Z which is 
MADGRAPH (and I assume matched??). The jet spectra in these 
two samples should be completely different, why does the 
fact that PYTHIA describes W data means that you trust 
MADGRAPH to describe Z->vv?  

 
Actually, both are Pythia samples.  Please refer to Table 2 in 
AN-11-108. 
 
 
Fabian 
 

1. Finally I'd like to emphasize the one point that fro my 
point of view   needs clarifications, which is the 
importance of resolving the   differences in the veto-
efficiencies for W->enu vs Z->nunu Monte-Carlo. This needs 
to be understood. 

 
The veto efficiency for W->en is lower than for Zgamma. The 
former sample has a mix of two types of events:  
 

1. High mass W events (from the tail given by the natural 
width), which should be very efficient in our event 
selection (including high MET), and have jets from ISR. 

 
2. High Pt W events that are produced recoiling off a jet. 

 
The ZGamma events, on the oother hand, are all of the type in 
which the Z recoils off a photon, and the jets are due to ISR. 
The plots below show the differences in the Pt and eta 
distributions for the two samples. The variables plotted are for 
the leading jet in each event.  



 
The two different populations in the W samples are clearly 
visible, while the Z sample has only the ISR component. 

Z (inv) Gamma        W(e nu) 



On Out of time backgrounds: 
 
Yuri 
 

1. Figure 17: this is before the Sieie cut, right? Can you 
make a fraction fit after the Sieie cut? Are the results 
consistent? 

 
We did a progression of different width cuts in the two 
dimensional plots and show how the timing distribution changes as 
we cut harder on the shape.  By the time we're at 0.014, there is 
no longer a real hint in the time distribution, or that our 
contribution is small and consistent with zero, which is what our 
estimate says.  See plots below - the first one is just the full 
range without cut (<0.03 does not change anything).  The 
successive ones show the diminishing fraction. The numbers are 
listed here: 
 
Cut:       Beam Halo Events within +/- 3ns from fraction fit 
 
0.03       2216+/-87 
0.024      2216+/-87 
0.018      1280+/- 56 
0.016      53.3 +/- 9.2 
0.014      --- No beam halo required to fit timing 
  
 
 

0.03 0.018 0.03 

0.016 0.014 



Andre   
 

1. let me reiterate what I would like to see: - A 2D treatment 
of seedtime vs sieie (sigma ieta ieta) for the halo 
contribution. 

 
Please see these plots and the text in the new version of the AN-
11-108, section 4.1.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Candidate Sample 

Halo-tagged Sample 



On k-factors: 
 
Yuri 
 

1. how does the JES affect the k-factor 
calculation?  

 
See the text of AN-11-108, section 5, last 
para. Uncertainty in JES at 20 GeV is 4% 
(see figure). This introduces an error of 
0.01 in the k-factor, which is an order of 
magnitude below the 0.1 error due to PDF uncertainty. 
 

2. what is the theoretical uncertainty 
on the k-factor? What happens if you 
vary renormalization scale?  

 
Baur’s code does not have a direct way of varying the 
renormalization scale. However, it does allow the user to change 

αs. If we vary αs by 10%, the resultant change in the k-factor is 
will be known very soon (jobs are running). 
 

3. did you take al W+gamma backgrounds from MC? What cross-
section did you normalize it to?   (remember, the k-factor 
for W will also be affected by jet veto…) 

 
We rely on Madgraph to estimate the jet veto efficiency. We have 
also used the cross section from Madgraph. If an additional k-
factor is needed, it is going to make a very small change in our 
background estimate. 
 
Andre 
 

1. let me reiterate what I would like to see: Slide 41: a 
comparison of apples with apples (k factors, combinations 
of channels, etc); it also underlines the importance to 
have a model-independent statement. 

 
We are showing a preliminary limit on M_D in photon+MET channel 
only, and a comparison with Tevatron results in the same channel. 
The ADD k-factors are being calculated by theorists, right now - 
not ready yet.  
 
A model independent limits in photon+MET topology would be 
expected and observed limits on the cross section time 
acceptance, similar to figure 3, which we will add in the AN 
appendix. We plan to combine the limits on ADD model with 
monojets at the end of 2011 pp running period. 
 
 
 



 
 
  
 
 
On PFMET: 
 
Yuri 
 
 

1. jet veto mostly rejects QCD. Looking at the MET 
distribution it seems that you can afford factor of 2-3 
more QCD, especially if you slightly raise the MET cut.   I 
guess it would be too time consuming to make a study of how 
the analysis would look with looser veto and higher MET 
cut, but I'd like to see some effort   in this direction 
for publication.  Basically it would be quite a leap of 
faith to assign 10% systematic error to an effect that 
causes factor of two    differences between W and Z, for 
which the radiation should be about the same, without 
understanding where the difference is coming from, or 
loosing   the veto until the efficiencies for W and Z are 
closer to each other. 

 
The points about veto efficiency differences are addressed 
earlier. But yes, raising the MET cut while simultaneously 
loosening the veto is an interesting suggestion. This will be 
certainly done before going to publication. Also, see plot on the 
next page of ADD sensitivity to the MET cut – it supports your 
point – ADD lies below SM even at 150 GeV. 

 
2. the figure in your presentation on slide 31 (PFMET) is 

different from the one in the note (Fig 31 on page 34)   
especially the QCD contribution is markedly different. I 
assume the one in the talk is right - it shows QCD being 
reduced by MET   cut. But then I do not understand where 
Z+jet with jet faking the photon belongs. Do you call it 
QCD? If so, I'm confused why    it disappears at high 
MET... 

 
Yes, the one in the talk is the correct one – the QCD estimate 
had a problem that was fixed. And yes, Z+jet is included in QCD 
which is derived from data. I suspect that it hasn’t 
“disappeared” but we are statistics limited. Z(inv)Jet->fake 
should be at least an order of magnitude below the Z(inv)Gamma. 
 
Andre 
 

1. Slide 31: The MC error band is large "enough", but do we 
expect the data to inflect down at lowest MET values?  

 
We believe that this is due to the MET resolution. When we cut on 
photon Pt > 95 GeV, we lower the MET cut down to 80 GeV to 



capture the events in which MET fluctuated downwards. Evidently, 
that is not enough. Secondly, ISR effects will tend to favor (due 
to trigger) the events in which photon Pt is boosted up.  Recall 
that we allow up to 20 GeV of jet activity in the event. 
 
Konstantinos 
 

1. I could not find any justification of the MET threshold at 
80 GeV. How was this value chosen? It would help to see, if 
possible, the MET spectra of the signal (ADD) compared to 
the dominant backgrounds.   

 
Please see comments above and the plot below. The plot with 
backgrounds is in the text. As mentioned in response to Yuri, a 
study of raising MET cut and loosening veto cuts is in order.



Miscellaneous Questions 
 
Konstantinos 
 
 

1. I have no reason to doubt that the pthat cutoff at 80 GeV 
for the signal MC production is low enough. But it would 
help to see that the lower pthat values have negligible 
impact.   

 
We are investigating this and will have something definite in the 
next few days. 
 

2. Figure 2 in AN-11-319: I find the errors in the last two 
bins quite irregular. Unless the B&W printed version is 
deceiving me, I don't understand the evolution of errors 
for the SM estimate.   

 
The SM estimates in the lower Pt bins are mostly from data-driven 
techniques, which suffer from statistics, while the last two bins 
are mostly from MC that have better statistical precision. Hence, 
the apparent irregularity. 
 

3. Figure 23 in AN-11-108: what are the units of the y-axis?  
 
This has been fixed in the AN. It is the “fake ratio” which is 
dimensionless. 
 
Andre 
 

1. Slide 28: If I understood this right, the shape of the 
background is taken from the flipped tk isolation sideband. 
If this bears any resemblance to what was done in QCD-10-
019 (AN-10-268,) then there is a large uncertainty in this 
BG shape and the the result heavily depends on the choice 
of the sideband. Is this included in any way? 

 
This is discussed at the end section 4.2.1 and in Tables 5 and 6 
of AN-11-108. 
 
 
 
 
 


